
06/04/2021 
 
Dear Parents of Blue Door, 
 
Hello! This week we learned about shapes and colors.  During circle time, the teacher asked 
each child to identify the shapes that are taught daily as well as the colors.  For art, they 
enjoyed sorting the Legos by color.  The teacher sat on the carpet and called each child one by 
one to pick out the color she asked for.  Shape sorted sticky foams were lots of fun as well.  The 
children were given construction paper that had these shapes on it like the circle, heart, and 
square. Sticky foamy are shapes and each child had to put the corresponding sticky foamy with 
the shape on the construction paper.  Craft stick square and triangle was a blast.  They chose 
the color of the craft stick they wanted to use to make their square and triangle, an ice cream 
was made using these shapes circle which represented the ice cream scoop, the triangle shape 
represented the cone and a small red circle represented the cherry.  To reinforce their gross 
motor skills the children rode the tricycles, jumped in place, played a basketball game, and 
kicked the balls to one another. 
 
Parents, please, please practice with your child on how to correctly hold a crayon and review 
the colors and shapes as well.  REINFORCEMENT IS VERY IMPORTANT.  Please wash your child's 
blanket and return to school on Monday.  
 
Blue Door teachers would like to thank the parents for the generous gifts.  It is our pleasure to 
have had your child in our class. This will be our last letter of the year. Thanks once again for 
trusting us to care for your child and thanks again for your generosity.  
 
Kindness: It costs nothing but means everything" By Maya Angelou 
 
Enjoy your weekend!! 
 
Mrs. Cindy 
Mrs. Miriam 


